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Recent advancement in technologies is beyond imagination. Automation is part of all industry to speed up 

work and majorly to analyze real time data. There are various new  hardware’s like  Arduino , Raspberry 

PI are available in market, which  has a major role in day to day application like Home automation, 

commercial projects, Agriculture application etc. Cloud computing is requirement for storage of huge 

data While Internet of Things provides platform as to manage real time data with different application. 

There is a requirement of accessing huge real time data and based on device will smartly respond to an 

event, With these objectives, A Short Term Training Program (STTP) on “Cloud Computing and Internet 

of Things” was organized by Department of Information Technology at G H Patel College of Engineering 

and Technology, Vallabh Vidyanagar from 11th June to 16th June, 2018. A total of 44 participants, including 

UG/PG students and Faculties / Research Scholar from different Degree and Diploma Engineering 

Institutes of the nation have registered for the event.  
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Inaugural Function 

 

Inaugural function was held on 11th June, 2018 at 10:30 AM in Smt. Kamlaben Sankarbhai GCET Seminar 

Room. It was a combined function of Information Technology department and Electrical Engineering 

department. Shri M. J. Patel, Honorary Joint Secretary , Charutar Vidya Mandal was the president, Dr. 

Sanjay Chaudhary, Professor and Associate Dean at School of Engineering and Applied Science (SEAS), 

Ahmedabad University was the chief guest for the function of IT department and Ms. Manisha Shukla, 

Manager at ABB India Ltd., Vadodara was the chief guest for the function of Electrical department. The 

inaugural ceremony was also graced by Dr. Himanshu B. Soni, Principal, GCET.  
 

Dr. Nikhil Gondaliya, Convener of the STTP of IT dept. and Dr. Vijay Makwana, Convener of the STTP of EE 

department were amongst dignitaries on the dais. Prof. Jaymit Pandya, Assistant Professor, IT 

department and Prof. Jay Vala, Assistant Professor, IT department were the coordinators of STTP by IT 

department.  Inaugural was started with a prayer. After which, introduction and felicitation was done for 

president, guests and principal.  After this, Dr. Himanshu Soni gave the introduction of the college to all 

the delegates. He also highlighted the need of research and quality education in engineering. Followed by 

that, Dr. Nikhil Gondaliya provided the information about IT department and about STTP to all the 

delegates.  Following to this, Dr. Vijay Makwana briefed the delegates about EE department and STTP. 
 

Next, Dr. Sanjay Chaudhary addressed the gathering. He discussed about the advancement in technology 

during the last few decades. He also stressed on the need of such training program on specialized topics. 

He emphasized on reading habit with an example of “REVA” movie and the novel from which the movie is 

made up. After this, Ms. Manisha Shukla addressed the gathering and expressed her thoughts in field of 

research.  Followed by that, Shri. M. J. Patel provided his presidential remarks. He praises the initiative to 

organize such training programs and extended his support and blessings for success of STTPs. The 

ceremony was concluded with a vote of thanks which was followed by national anthem and Group photo 

session. 
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Key Note Speech 
 

Expert Talks and Hands-on Sessions 

 
Department of Information Technology 

G H Patel College of Engineering & Technology, Vallabh Vidyanagar 

 
 

The very first session in the STTP was the keynote speech by Dr. Sanjay Chaudhary. He has given a 

session on topic “Introduction to Cloud Computing”. In the beginning, he provided overview of Cloud 

Computing with introduction of IaaS, Paas and SaaS. After this, he provided certain information on SOA 

and web services. He also explained data centers and how companies are managing them.  He briefly 

explained the advantages of cloud computing. Types of clouds like private, public and hybrid were also 

discussed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day 1, Session 1: 

Dr. Vipul Dabhi, Associate Professor, Information Technology Department, Dharamsinh Desai 

University, Nadiad has given talk on topic “Service Orientated Architecture”. He started session with 

software architecture and gradually came to SOA.  
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He explained each of them in detail with pros and cons. Later he explained architecture of SOA and other 

useful technologies to learn web services like html, xml, schema, parsers, JAXB, SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI, 

RESTful web services etc.   

Day 1, Session 2: 

This Hands-on session was also given by Dr. Vipul Dabhi on “Implementation of Web Services in 

NetBeans”.  He taught actually how to create a web service having Code first approach using Net Beans. 

Also displayed the structure of WSDL. After this, he covered one more approach which is Contract first 

approach.  Following this, he also created a RESTful web service step by step. He explained the pros and 

cons of both the types of web services and also told which one is more suitable in particular situation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day 2, Session 1:  

Mr. Hemant Vijay is Microsoft certified trainer, Microsoft certified partner and Microsoft specialist. He 

has delivered an expert talk on Microsoft Azure. He had given demo of, how actually Azure platform 

provides remote resources and how to use it efficiently, also demonstrated wide future scope of Azure 

and its expanding horizon in current competitors in market. It was a really a very quick kick start for the 

users who wants to move to the Microsoft Azure. He has also covered topics like IAAS, PAAS and SAAS 

architecture, differences of architecture is also covered in the session.  
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Day 2, Session 2: 

Dr. Harshad Prajapati has taken theory session about “Cloud Computing and its Architecture”. He has 

covered basics of cloud quickly in order to give prerequisite for practical session. He has also explained 

about network layers and perspective of cloud implantation. Later hands on session for implementing 

private cloud was carried out in detail. Participants had gained very good knowledge about cloud and its 

implementation. He was very detail oriented while explaining hands on session. It was perfect blend of 

theory and practical session.   

 

 

                          
 

 

Day 3, Session 1: 

Mr. Vidhan Bhonsle has delivered excellent lecture on “AWS Introduction and Services”. Session was 

started with fundamental of cloud computing history and followed by hands on session.  He has covered 

wide array of topic like why and how cloud has come in to existent. He has also discussed flavors of 

different services, micro service architecture for amazon and why it is very helpful when millions of 

requests are live at the same time. In hands on session live cloud computing and Amazon web service 

infrastructure was demonstrated. Session was very helpful resource for beginners to start with cloud 

computing. He has also demonstrated that how to create private cloud in hands on session. Theory and 

practical both were excellent session which was perfectly planned for cloud related content.   
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Day 3, Session 2: 

Dr. Bhaskar Thakkar is a professor from Electronics and communication Department from G H Patel 

College of engineering and technology. He has covered session on “Introduction to Microprocessor, 

WSN, and Embedded System”.  This session was required before moving to IOT session. Expert has 

conducted session on 8085 microprocessor architecture and its variety, which was base for next session 

which is going to be held on internet of things. He has also given brief detail about role of microcontroller. 

He has also shown architecture of ongoing research project and few hardware component developed by 

him. Importance of Embedded system and its application are focused very well in session. 

                          

Day 3, Session 3: 

Dr. Vijay Ukani is currently working in CSI Department of Nirma University has conducted session on 

“Introduction to IOT and Protocols”. Theory session was followed by practical demonstration. In 

theory session, he has covered “what is IOT” and how it has become so popular. Architecture of IOT, 

Different network layer at which IOT can work is focused. He has also highlighted on some of IOT 

application, which was later demonstrated in practical session. He has also discussed on different 

hardware (Arduino and raspberry pie), category, cost and various parameter was focused while 

delivering the session. It was excellent lecture for new learners for IOT.  

                          
 

 Day 4, Session 1: 

Dr. Sharnil Pandya, Associate Professor in Computer Engineering Department, School of Engineering, P 
P Savani University, has given talk on topic “Internet of Things, Cognitive Internet of Things Concepts 
and Lora Networks”. He has explained the architecture of Internet of Things, which includes Perception 
layer, Networking layer and Application Layer. He has also showed and explained some videos of Real 
time applications of IOT like Eye tribe, SCIO, Controlling electrical device using human brain which was 
implemented by Student of age 18. After that he explained Lora Networks and Legacy technologies in 
detail. 
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Day 4, Session 2: 

This Hands-on session was given by Dr. Sharnil Pandya on “Home Automation Real time 

Application”. He has given demonstration of Home automation for Fan (On/Off), Tube light (On/Off) in 

laboratory. He explained the basic concepts for making projects in Arduino. He had given overview of 

Arduino and raspberry Pi boards. He had also explained working of many sensors like LDR sensor, PIR 

sensor, Moisture Sensor, Temperature Sensor, Pressure sensor etc. He and his student team has made 

one project of “Smart Car” with features like Anti-lock braking system, Safety Features etc.  He explained 

that project in detail that how to control a car with laptop almost like a driver less car. 
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Day 5, Session 1: 

Prof. Jignesh Patoliya, Senior Assistant Professor in Electronics and Communication, CSPIT, Changa.  He 
has given talk on topic “Getting started with Micro Python and Firmware” Firstly, he explained basics 
of Micro Processor, Micro Controller and System on Cheap. He has also explained the fundamentals of 
Internet of things which includes Introduction of different Sensors like Digital, Analog, Pulse width, Serial 
and Synchronous. He has also explained different devices like Arduino Uno, Arduino Mega, Node MCU, 
ESP 8266, ESP 32, Raspberry Pi etc. Then He explained steps to install Node MCU, ESP 8266 and ESP 32 in 
Arduino studio. 

 

                        

 

Day 5, Session 2: 

The Hands-on session was given by Prof. Jignesh Patoliya, Senior Assistant Professor in Electronics and 

Communication, CSPIT, Changa on topic “Micro Python and Node Red”. He explained working of many 

sensors like Temperature sensor, Buzzer sensor, PIR sensor, Moisture Sensor, Pressure sensor etc. using 

Arduino C and Micro python. Then he explained How to work with Node Red which is browser-based 

editor that makes it easy to wire together flows using the wide range of nodes in the palette that can be 

deployed to its runtime in a single-click. He explained many projects like Serial Blink LED, MQTT 

Subscribe, MQTT Publish, ADC, PWM, and Importing Network module from Firmware, Sending sensor 

data to mail etc. 
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Day 6, Session 1: 

Dr. Vithal N. Kamat, Managing Director, BEM Ltd, Vadodara has delivered a talk on “Role of IOT and 

Cloud Computing in Smart Metering”. He started the session with introduction and advantages of IOT 

in our day to day life. After this he explained the drawbacks of the current metering system we are using 

presently. To overcome that, he and his team has designed a smart meter using IOT. This smart meter 

was able to send the data to server for analysis which can detect the theft of current and can provide the 

readings wirelessly. This eliminates the need of the meter man to physically go to the meter to generate 

the bill. He and his team also displayed the demo of few features of this smart meter.  

 
 

 

 


